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ABSTRACT
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Consider a system -^ = Xtzit j i s l , . . . , n , T 6 C, of differen-
tial equations on C". The solutions of the system define a singular
one-complex-dimensional foliation of C". We investigate the holomor-
phic symmetries of this singular foliation i.e., the bihotomorphic maps
C" -+ C" that send leaves of the foliation to leaves. It is shown in
§1 that in the absence of resonance among the eigenvalues Ai, . . . , > „ ,
and further mild hypotheses,the only such symmetries are linear, and
they are, in fact, eonjugacies relative to the complex time parameter.
In §2 we take up the problem for n = 2 without any restriction on
the eigenvalues. Noteworthy here is the appearance of nonlinear auto-
morphisms when the eigenvalues satisfy a relation of resonance (see also
Remark 2.2 on the Siegel domain). The form of the automorphisms here
suggests a relationship with the problem of linearization of holomorphk
vectorfields around a singularity of resonant type { see, e.g.,[Ar], (CS)
or [MR) ). One case of resonance may also be related to a question
raised by Rosay and Rudin in connection with the classification of the
biholomorphisina of C 1 (see 'open problem number 9* in |RRJ, p.79).
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Let A t , . . . ,A n be non-sero complex numbers, n > 2, and consider
the system

§ = V>. i-1 n, T€C (1)
The solutions of (1) can be written aa

•r(f) - («"'* . (2 )

where ( = (&,••.,£.) i* the initial condition and A is the diagonal
matrix with Ay aa entries. The set C" - {0} is then foliated into Rie-
mann surfaces naturally unifonnixed by T. Multiplication of A/s by
the same non-sero constant does not affect the foliation but changes the
p&rametriz&tion of leaves. Each coordinate axis with origin deleted is a
leaf of the foliation and is holomorphiealhr equivalent to C* = C - {0}.
In fact, for the *y-axia, the leaf can be realized as the quotient of C
by the action of the discrete subgroup 2«jrtA~1, n € Z. In contrast, if
at least one pair of A/s is linearly independent over the rationals, then
a 'general leaf', i.e., one contained in CJ = {*(••• JJ, / 0} , is biholo-
morphic to C via (2). By an (holomorphk) automorphism of (1) we
shall mean a btholomorphic self-mapping H of C" that sends each leaf
(geometric solution set, or the orbit of the action of C on C* via (2))
to a leaf. We must then have H(0) = 0. An automorphism H fits into
the commutative diagram (*} where 9 is the flow of (1), H = (F, Ho*)
with r : C x C" -» C" thte projection on the second, component, and
F : C x C - » C i s » holomorphk function. We must have F{0,x) - 0
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provided at least two eigenvalues are rationally independent. If F can
be taken to be projection on the first component, then H is a conjugaeu

The following adjectives refer to the configuration of the eigenvalues
A,,..., An:

• Hyperbolic : no two eigenvalues are linearly dependent over R.

• Pointari domain: the convex hull of eigenvalues does not include
the origin.

• Siegtl domain : the convex hull of the eigenvalues includes the
origin.

• Retonanet: Some eigenvalue A* can be written as E "»j*i with
tny e Z+( the set of son- negative integer* ) and £17^ > 2. A
relation of the form

t n , e Z + , (3)

is a resonance relation of Siegtl type . Note that in this case any
eigenvalue can be written as an integral combination by adding
it to both sides of the above.

(l.l)Th«orem Let H bt an automorp/u'tm of (1) and tuppoae that
(i) Every pair of eigenvalue* i* linearly independent over the rational*,
(ii) There it no retonanet relation of Sitgti type among the eigenvalue*.
(iii) H map* tome an* leaf to iUelf.
Then Hi* a eonjtigaty of the flow of (1).

Before giving the proof, we derive some corollaries.

(1.2)Corollaryl Jf (1) it hyperbolic and Pointari, then every otx-
tomorphi*m of (I) i* a eonjugaey.

Proof Hyperbolkity implies (1) and Poincare implies (ii). For (iii),
we claim that if (1) is hyperbolic and Poincare, then in fact for any
homeomorphitm H of C n that sends leaves to leaves and preserves leaf
orientations, H sends each axis to itself. ( Certainly biholomorphisms
preserve leaf orientations.) This follows from the dynamical proper-
ties of hyperbolic Poincare systems as described in |Gu). Briefly,
each non-cero leaf intersects the unit sphere {E|*, |* = 1} transver-
sally in a real one-dimensional manifold. Precisely n such intersect
tions are closed curves ( corresponding to the n axes ). The inter-
section curves can be parametrized to give a real flow on the unit
sphere with n closed trajectories. Re-numbering the axes and mul-
tiplying the eigenvalues by the same constant, if necessary, so that

0 < Arg(\\) < "• < Arg(Xn) < *, the closed trajectory correspond-
ing to the r,-axis possesses a 2j-dimensional stable manifold and a
2(n — j)-dimensional unstable manifold ( or conversely, depending on
the orientation chosen for the real flow ). Since these dimensions are
topological invariants, a homeomorphism either sends each axis to itself
or interchanges *y «-» JW-y for all J. The latter reverses the orientation
of the real flow. Since the orientation of each ( complex ) leaf is as-
sumed preserved, this would force a reversal of the orientation of the
transverse direction to the unit sphere on each leaf, which contradicts
the continuity of H at the origin. D

(1.3) Corollary 3 For n = 3, t / ( l ) i* hyperbolic, Siegtl, and nonre-
sonant, and if, further, Ai"1 + A*'1 + A|~' / 0 , then any automorphism
of (1) i* a eonjugaey.

Proof (i) and (ii) a n immediate. Any non-axis leaf has the holomor-
phic type of C. We show that (iii) holds. Hen Xu A, and A, form the
vertices of a triangle in C with the origin in its interior. Let H be, in
fact, any homeomorphism of C* that sends leaves to leaves. Noting the
topological type of the leaves, it follows that an axis-leaf can only be
mapped to an axis-leaf. If no axis-leaf is sent to itself, we may assume
that a cyclic permutation of the axes z\ —> *j —» * s —* z\ is effected
under H. It follows from the theorem of Ladis on the topological equiv-
alence of Siegel systems ( see [CKP] or [II] for details ) that for some
a € GL(2,R), we have g(Xj~l) = XHl~

l(mod3). Now if O is in the
convex hull of Ay's, it is easy to see that it lies also in the convex hull
of A,"1'*, hence there exist unique positive real numbers at such that:

Applying a we get

' 1 + ojA,"1 = 0

The uniqueness of coefficients implies that ar = a* s= a* = 1/3, or a
relation of the form At"1 + A»~l + Aj - 1 = 0 exists among the inverse
eigenvalues. D

(1.4) Remark The case n = 2 is treated in §2. For n > 4, we
do not know whether (iii) can be deduced from the conditions of non-
resonance on the eigenvalues and inverse eigenvalues. In fact we did not
make strong use of holomorphic invariants in the proof of the corollaries.
For any n > 2 an example of non-conjugacy automorphism is obtained
as follows. Let l ,w , . . . .w""1 be the n-th roots of unity, A £ 0 a complex
number, and Â  = w'-'A.j = l,...,n.For the system (1) with these data,
the biholomorphism H of Cdefined by



can be seen to be an automorphism by taking F(T,t) = wT in (*).
However H is not a conjugacy relative to the Sow of (1) or the flow of
any linear reparametrixation of (l).

For the proof of Theorem 1.1, recall that a fint integral for a system
of differential equations is a function that if constant on each trajectory
but non-constant on any open set.

(l.S)Lemma The lystem (1) admitt a complex- valued holomorpkie
first integral if and only if a resonance relation of Sitgtl type <»«(«
among the eigenvalue*.

0 with mf > 0 and £my > 1, then zt
mi •••«B"-

is not constant on any open set but is constant on the integral curves
of (1) (using (2)). Conversely, suppose * is a first integral for (l) and
write • = £J!» 9; , where k is the smallest positive integer such that
• » & 0. Then

We haw 0 * g = Zfiii = EA,*/|*. Writing z, = e™>fy, j =
l , . . . ,n, where ( = (&,...,&,) is the initial condition, we look for the
first non-identkalry sero homogeneous polynomial (i.e., of degree k ) In

Since some coefficient <•*,..-*, of *» b assumed non-tero, a resonance
relation of Slegel type Ef;A/ = 0 is obtained. D

We now proceed to prove the theorem. A holomorphic function A
will be defined which wit) torn ont to be constant on the trajectories
of (1). First we define A for ( off the axes. Let L, be the leaf through
f. We know that •* : C -* Lt, • ' ( !*)= *r(f). » a biholomorphiam of
C onto Lf. Let J7(f) = f, hence H[Lt) = Lf. The map / ( : C - » C ,
where

/^(•O-'ofJWo*' (6)
is a self-biholomorphtsm of C , and ft[0) = 0. From elementary complex
analysis [Caj, we have

ft (T) = A(C)T (7)

and A depends holomorphkally on f since • and H are holomorphic.
Now note the relationship between f, defined above and the mapping
F: C x C" -+ C defined following (*). For any ? ofT the axes, it follows
from (8) that F(T,() = ft{T) = A{<)T. Recall that F(0,f) = 0, there-
fore F(T,() can be written aa F(T,() = TG(T,() with G holomorphic.

It follows that G(l,f) is a holomorphic extension of A to all of C"; we
denote G(l,() by A[() for all f € C".

We now claim that A is constant on each leaf. Let •r.(f) = w
and H(w) = u. Then w € If and w = •r,(f) for some Tt € C. The
commutative diagram (**) is obtained.

For arbitrary T € C, we have:

On the other hand :

It follows from the commutativity of the diagram (**) that A{w) =
A((), hence A is constant on leave* off the axes, ffext we consider an
axis-leaf, say the xy-axis. Let *'"*' be a sequence of points off the axes
that converge to * on the Xj-axis. We have:

X(r«"») -» A[t) (8)

and •r(*
(™') - • * T ( * ) - Therefore Af**"') = ji{#r(*("')) ~* ^4(*r)(*).

Comparing with (0), we see that A(9T[')) = A(x), and A is constant
on the Xy-axis. (In fact, by virtue of the continuity at O, we see that
A takes the same value on the union of axes.) It follows from the
hypothesis (ii) and Lemma 1.5 that A is a constant c. We show e = 1.
By (iii), some axis, say the *raxis is mapped to itself by H. Thus
the restriction of H to the Xi-axts is a self-biholomorphbm fixing O.
The action of B on the axis must then be multiplication by a constant
lfc/0:

.0 0)

*{cT,(kzu0 0))
zu0 0)

Therefore:

Using (3), the above must equal:

• o£(r,(*i ,0 0))

which holds for all T, therefore c = 1. It follows that F(T,() = T, i.e.,
H is a conjugacy, and the proof of Theorem 1.1 is complete.



Our next goal U to show that tinder mild additional hypothesis ev-
ery eonjugacy of (1) la linear.

(1.6) Addendum Suppose that no resonance relation* hold among
the eigenvalues of (1) and that H it a conjvgaey of tht flow. Then H
it linear.

Note that since the flow (2) of (1) is diagonal, then any such linear
B would have to be diagonal. Conversely, any diagonal linear B com-
mutes with the flow of (1) and is thus a conjugacy.

Proof Write B = {Bu..., J7») so that

with ao-o — 0, Looking at the fc-th component of the equality * r * B —
B o 4 T , we have:

IX
Taking £ at T = 0, we obtain:

(9)

It follows from the no-resonance hypothesis that a*,-*, = 0 for J>y > 2
and the assertion is proved. Q

Note that the diagonal form of H then implies that H commutes
with projections on the axes, hence any coordinate m-plane is mapped
onto itself by B. This situation is not obtained in the presence of
resonance. Suppose, for example, a resonance relation A*+> -
. . . + M i ' » utisfied. Then B defined by

is easily checked to be a conjugacy automorphiam which moves the hy-
perplane *»+! = 0.

(1.7) Corollary 1 / / (1) it hyperbolic, Pointari and non-retonant,
then any automorphism of (1) it diagonal linear. D

(l.S) Corollary? If (1) it hyperbolic, Siegel and non-rttonant, and
if B it an automorphitm that mapt tome oat-leaf to ittelf, then B it
diagonal linear. O
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In this section we complete the classification of the automorphisms
of two-dimensional systems. Hyperbolic systems, being all of the Poincare
type, are covered by (1.2) and (1.7). We then look at non-hyperbolic
systems beginning with the resonance caw. There are two possibilities
for resonance in the two-dimensional case:
(A) A] = nAi, where n > 1 a a positive integer.
(B) ni>i + njA} = 0 with rt| and nt relatively prime positive integers.

It is helpful in the study of complex two-dimensional systems to
have in mind the structure of the leaf-space of the foliation on C* ~ {0}
or on C*. This space is naturally endowed with a (transverse) holotnor-
phic structure. For hyperbolic two-dimensional systems, the leaf-space
for Cj is a 2-torus that can be explicitly realized as {|xt| = 1, \zt\ = 1}.
In fact the leaves in Cj have a unique (transversal) intersection with
any torus of the form |zi| = p% > 0, |«j| = pi > 0. Extension of the
leaf-space by two points ( corresponding to the two axes with origin
deleted ) gives a non-Hausdorff leaf-space in view of the accumulation
of the leaves in C* on the axes.

(2.1)Theorem The automorphitmt of (1) for n
and B of resonance are respectively at follow;
(A) Mappings of the form

2 in the eatet A

with a,,aj € C* and o € C.
(B) If nl+n)> 2,mappings of the form

where Q it an arbitrary hotomorphie function and Oi,a, € C*.
(B') If i»i = ftj = 1, mapping* of the form B or a o H,where B it in
the above form for nt = nj = 1 , and a[zi, «j) = («j, *i).

We note also that these automorphisms are flow conjugates except
for the last type.

Cast A. We assume Ai = 1, A] = n without affecting the fo-
liation. The solution with initial condition (&>&) off the zj-axis is
(*!,«,) = (fi«r,fjer<l) having as leaf the complex curve *i~"*j = « 6 C .
Letting the £j»axis (with the origin deleted) correspond to c = oo, we
see that the leaf-space for the foliation is the Riemann sphere C. Every
non-cero leaf is a topological cylinder holomorphically equivalent to C*
( via * »-» (*flf *

Bf»)). Here * f defines a covering space C - » I ( , and for
fifi ^ 0, the covering projection maps vertical straight lines to closed



curves tn L,. A vertical segment of length 2* covers a circle in xt-plane
once and a circle in *i-plane n times. As s -* -oo, the image curve of
• + it, t € R, vanishes into the origin of C1.

Let B be a holomorphk automorphism with B{{) = f, H{L() - L{,
where, for the moment, we take f and f off the axes. We define
/, : C -» C as the lifting of H\Lt, where we require /t(0) = 0,
This mapping, being a biholomorphum, is fat the form ft(T) - *(?)T,
hence takes straight lines to straight lines. Bnt since B\Lt sends closed
curves to closed curves, it follows that /, sends vertical lines to vertical
lines,i.e., a(f) is real. In fact one must have |a(f)| = 1 in order that H
be invertible. Farther, a(f) = - 1 is impossible in view of the continuity
of H at 0 [T •-» - T corresponds to the biholoroorphism t w I/* of
the model C ) . Thus ft(T) = T, i.e., H is a conjugacy of the flow.
Incidentally, the argument also shows that H cannot permute the *»-
axis with any other leaf because of the incompatibility of the periods of
closed curves corresponding to vertical straight lines. Now applying the
power-series argument of (1.6), and taking note of the sole resonance
relationship Xt = nXu we obtain the desired form of H from (10).

Cue B. Here we take X\ = nt, Xt = -iti with (n^n?) = 1. The
solution with initial condition (ft.fc) is [t\^tT,(*e~niT), or the complex
curve *i"'*i"* = e(eonatant). For e = 0, we obtain the union of the
axes; all other level curves are non-singular. Here again V defines a
covering space P -* Lt, and for non-axis leaves, every vertical segment
of length 2* is mapped to a closed curve. Non-axis leaves are topological
cylinders embedded as doted subsets in C1. Thus an automorphism
will not permute a non-axis leaf with an axis leaf. For each positive
real number Jfc, consider the family of tori \tj\ = pt, j = 1,2, with
pftpf = *. The leaf Lt with. laPlftP = * c u t s «**"? *""" o f

this family in an (n,,n,)-closed curve. The union of tori in this family
coincides with the union of leaves Lt with Ifif lf iP = *• For the
vertical line « + it, t € R, in the 7-plane, as » increases, the image
closed curve covers a larger circle in the *i-plane and a smaller circle
in the ri-plane. The leaf-space here for Cj is biholomorphic to C \ Let
H be an automorphism. Since H leaves the union of axes fixed, the
corresponding biholomorphism of C* is bounded on a neighborhood of 0
and thus consists of multiplication by a fixed non-zero complex number
[Ca]. Take a fixed f = (fi.fi) € Cj and define non-zero complex
numbers at and flj by H[sufi) = (oifi,<*>?»)• Letting Ht : C1 -» CJ

be the diagonal linear map with entries ai and Oj, we we that h =
Hrl ° B is an automorphism sending the leaf LSU> itself. The induced
automorphism on the leaf-space (» C*} would then have a fixed point
corresponding to ft "'ft111, and is thus the identity. Therefore h sends
every leaf to itself. For every f, we define /, : C -» C as the lifting

of n|Lt.(This differs from the ft defined in (8) by translation of the
origin.) / ( , being a biholomorphism of the T-plane, is in the form
/t(T) = «(()? + Mf)- Arguing, as before, on the preservation of closed
curves, we see that |o{f)| = 1. Now vertical lines • + 2*it, t € R, are
mapped by #' to closed curves, close to the *raxis when J » 0 and
close to the <*-axis when « « 0. Then If a{t) = ~l,h will switch the
two axes, which is impossible due to the incompatibility of T-periods
of the circles |r,| = pf unless nj = m = 1. Therefore for m + nt > 2 we
must have ft{T) =T + 6(f). Finally b(() is constant on every leaf, so
b{t) should be written as b[() = Q{fi"'fj"»), when Q is a holomorphk
function. Then ft takes the form

ft-) (11)

Transfering the automorphism to C* via • ' , we have

) = •/,{o)(fi,ft)

Note that in fact any such mapping defines an automorphism •ending
each leaf to itself since Q m constant on each leaf. Further h is clearly a
conjugacy of the flow. Recalling that h = .ffi"1 o B, H is then demon-
strated to have the desired form.

In the case iti = m = 1, the map o is an automorphism as was
noted in (1.4). Composing o with B gives the result, and the proof of
the theorem w complete.

(2.2) Remark Going back to (1) for general n, a relation of reso-
nance in the Siegel domain wilt give rise to the existence of nonlinear
automorphisms . If the relation 0 = ^mf\t is satisfied with m/s
positive integers, then every leaf is contained in the complex hypersur-
face *iWl • • • tj*- = e. Equivalently, jr,"' • • • *,«• is a first integral for
the system. Then holomorphic mappings of the form (*!,...,*„) »-»
WiW <?»(*)). where

Qj{z) (12)

and Q is an arbitrary holomorphic function, provide automorphiams of
the system. More complicated expressions of the same general nature
arise when several relations of resonance exist between the eigenvalues.

We now finish the classification of automorphisms for n = 2 In the
remaining cases:
(C) A, = A,.
(D) Aj = AAi, where A € R is. either negative Irrational or positive
non-integer.

T"



(2.3) Theorem For all the non-hyperbolic, non-ruonant, diagonal
linear vectorfitldt i = L(z) on C1 , the only cuiomorphitm* are the
inmrtible linear endomorphitm of C* that commute with L.

Thus the following automorphisms are obtained:
(C) All invertible linear endomorphtsms of C*.
(D) All invertible diagonal linear endomorphisros of C*.

Case C. We take Ai = Ai = 1. The non-tero solutions are the
one-complex-dimensional linear subspaces of C* (with origin deleted),
and the leaf-space is therefore naturally identified with the Riemann
sphere C Any automorphism H induces a biholomorphism H' of the
leaf-space. H1 ia a MSblus transformation and corresponds to an invert-
ible linear mapping Hi of C* to itself. It follows that the composition
h = H\~l o H is an automorphism of the foliation that sends every leaf
to itself. Since every leaf is biholomorphically equivalent to C*, and an
automorphism sends 0 to 0, then the restriction of h to each leaf L, is
multiplication by a non-cero complex number e(f). But e(f) depends
comptex-anatytically on f which belongs to the eompaet Riemann sur-
face C; therefore e(f) is constant. Thus h k linear and so is H = Hi oh,

Ca$e D, We first consider the case A is a positive non-integral ra-
tional number, say A = n i /n i with ni and n% relatively prime positive
integers and n» / 1. We may take Ai = n, and Ai = n\. The non-sero
solutions are complex curves si""1**"* = e , where e takes values in the
Riemann sphere, which is the leaf-space. We first claim that any auto-
morphism sends each axis to itself. To see thte, consider again the lifting
/ , of h\L, - L(,( = H{t), with / ((0) - 0. We have ft{T) = a(()T.
Certainly for all but at most two non-axis leaves, the image under the
automorphism H is a non-axis leaf. For such leaves we have |«(f)| = 1,
as has been argued before. By continuity, |a(f)| = 1 for all non-sero
leaves. But since the absolute values of the periods of the circles \tj\ — 1
is different for j = 1,2, it follows that in fact o(f) s* 1 and that each
axis is mapped to itself. With conjugacy thus established, and the ab-
sence of resonance, the power-series argument of (1.6) is applicable and
the linearity of H is established.
We now consider the case A is irrational; say At = 1, and A, = A. Here
the non-axis leaves are holoraorphically equivalent to C and cannot be
interchanged with the axis leaves. We define A(() exactly as in the
proof of Theorem 1.1, first denning It for f € Cj and then extending it
to C1 . Exactly as in that proof, one sees that A(() is a constant c. To
show c = 1, we need a different argument since it is not known a priori
that the two axes cannot be switched.

I*t f = (f,,fc) € Ci with |fl|"*|fi| = r. Thus r ? 0,oo. The set

10

is the union of tori of the form |*i j = ft, \t%\ = p\ with p\~xp% = r. For
A < 0, Mt is closed in C 1 , but for A > 0, the origin lies in the closure of
MT. In either case, A*, is a smooth three-dimensional real submanifold
of C1 . We write T « « + it. The following observations are easy to
verify:
(i) For s = tonttant, the image of the vertical line T = » + it, t e R,
under • ' , lies densely In the torus |z t | = |ft|«\ |*t| = |ft|e**. L, itself
is dense In Mr.
(ii) Vertical lines in the 7-ptane are the only straight lines the image of
which is relatively compact.
(Hi) The leaves of the foliation that intersect a torus in MT give rise to
a real irrational flow on the torus with rotation number A.
Now since H maps a torus to a compact set, it follows from (ii) that
ft maps vertical lines to vertical lines, therefore A{() is real. Moreover,
since rotation numbers are preserved under H, we must in fact have
A[() = 1. We have therefore shown that if Is a conjugacy. Since no
resonance relation holds, the power-series argument of (1.6) shows that
H is diagonal linear and the proof is complete.

(2.4) Remark In the above we confined ourselves to diagonalitable
vectorfields. One can show by similar methods that the only automor-
phisms of the non-diagonalizable system

are linear conjugates of the flow, I.e., linear endomorphtoms of the form

where n / 0.
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